
Research psych W1- Research Qs/design and general principles

Principle 1: research Qs

-research questions must fulfil the 4 checkpoints: ? at the end, list all the constructs (eg. depression,
personality disorder), indicate the relevant populations (who are we looking at), specify the
relationship among the constructs (what type of research should we do)

-think through about what the your research is about, what is the Q

Research hypothesis: a statement about what the researchers expect to find about the hypothesised
relationship between the constructs

Null hypo: statement about the value of an unknown population parameter that is nullified by using
a statistical significance test to a sample statistic- it has little to do with what the research is about

-3 kinds of relationships among constructs: 1.association (correlation, contingency table) 2.
Prediction (regression) 3. Group difference (t-test, ANOVA, linear contrast

-these 3 words in research Q helps you to know how/what to analyse, what type of design will be
appropriate

Principle 2: populations and samples

Population: set of all indivs (N).

-Research Qs are directed at a population but research is undertaken in a single sample of indivs

Sample: a set of indivs (n) who are selected by a sampling scheme from the population and assumed
to be representative of the population

-random sampling scheme= every indiv in the population has same probability of being selected

-convenience sampling (non-random_= volunteering or choosing to be a part of the sample, this is a
n issue because may threaten the reliability/representativeness of the sample

Principle 3: constructs, measurements and scores

Construct: people’s attribute that is not directly observable (eg. length of room is observable vs.
depression itself is unobservable- direct observation is impossible)

-theories are built on the relationship between constructs (attention, attitudes, depression)

Construct measure: method for measuring people on a construct, to ultimately obtain a construct
score/value (ie. measuring behaviour ot get a score, IQ)

Construct score: the value assigned to indivs after being measured (ie. if we have the scores for each
indiv, then can add up to give population construct score)

-measurements can be made from questionnaires, tests, interviews, observations. etc the score
derived is ‘representative’ of the construct that’s being measured by those tests.

-scaling unit of many construct measures is arbitrary and it does not contain a true 0 (ie. getting a 0
on all Qs ≠ you are dumb intellectually

Principle 4: different types of construct scores

-the construct scores from a sample is used to answer research Qs



Random variable: a valuable/score that has a particular likelihood of being selected, used, observed

ie. X= 700, 750, 800, 850, 900  X is a random variable b/c a person’s construct score has a
particular likelihood of being observed- think probability distribution of scores

Raw score: the value/score obtained directly from the method of measurement; original/observed
score

-some raw scores have naturally defined units of measurement ie. reaction time is seconds, age in
years

Transforming raw scores- changing raw scores to another form/ new set of scores using a formula

1. Deviation score: (common transformed score) the value on a variable obtained by
subtracting the mean of all scores from each person’s raw score

x=X-M     dev score= original raw- mean value

3 important properties: 1.the mean of dev scores always =0;  2. Negative dev scores= raw
score < than sample mean;  3. Positive dev score= raw score > mean

2. Standardised scores + z-scores= (another way to transform raw scores), used when a
construct measure has no natural scale- standardise original raw scores; the value on a
variable obtained by transforming a raw score into a new value that has a predefined mean
value and predefined scale ie. raw scores on IQ tests commonly transformed to mean= 100
and SD= 15
common kind of standardised transformed score is a z-score

z-score: a standardised score; mean =0 and each unit of z-score =1 SD of the raw scores

Transformation stages: rawdev scoresz-scoresother standardised scores

Principle 5: parameters and statistics

-usually just use a set of construct scores from a single sample and not the population sample (too
big)

-but goal in research is not to examine every person’s construct score

-focus is on the summary features of all construct scores in a sample- summary features are used as
the primary things to make inferences about the population; they are the relationships (difference,
assoc, prediction, mean, SD, correlation)

-trying to find the summary feature in 1 sample to be representative of the same summary feature in
the population

Population parameter: when a summary feature of a distribution applies to the whole population; a
single value that specifies a particular summary characteristic of a population (ie. mean, correlation,
SD, diff between means, regression coefficient)

Sample statistic: when a summary feature is applied to a single sample; a single value for a particular
summary characteristic calculated on scores from 1 sample. It’s used as an estimate of a
corresponding unknown population parameter value

-PPV is what research is interested in, ideally want to know but usually only have the SS.



-only 1 fixed value for the PPV- there’s a prob: assumes that there’s only 1 SS but how do we know
which SS is the representative one of the PPV

-multiple values of a sample statistic: each is obtained from a diff sample from the same population
(SS is a random variable b/c values differ 1 from another + differ in likelihood of 1 being observed to
another)

Aim in research: to make inferences about the value of an unknown population parameter from the
known value of a sample statistic.

-SS will be a summary characteristic which reflects the strength of the relationship between 2
constructs (as indicated by the value)

-the forms of these construct relationships might be- associations, predictions, differences

Principle 6: distributions of indiv scores

Distribution: a set of values that have particular observable characteristics (ie. shape, height, spread)

4 diff distributions: 1. Observed sample distribution of construct scores (indiv scores ie. 10 people/
a sample= 10 scores

2. Unobserved population distribution of scores (infer sample- population)

3. Sampling distribution of sample statistics (if we have multiple samples, then
we have multiple SS values, can create a distribution of these SS to form sampling distribution)

4.  theoretical probability distribution (principle 10)

1+2 related to distributions of indiv scores; 3+4 relate to distributions of sample statistics

-if we get construct scores from a sample of people, the scores form a distribution of sample scores

Sample distribution: the set of n observed scores from measuring a construct in 1 sample. The main
characteristics of a sample distribution of scores are summarised by sample statistics (mean, SD)

-often displayed graphically and 1 sample will not contain all possible people who are relevant to a
research Q

-scores from diff samples will have a diff sample distribution b/c sampling variability, random
variables ie. getting 20 people from population each time (check out graphs of 25 sample
distributions, all diff in terms of mean, SD, appearance which is natural when drawing from sample
to population)

Population distribution: measured every possible indivi who is relevant to the research Q and found
the set of construct scores; the complete set of N values on a construct measure for the entire
population. Main characteristics of a population distribution are summarised by PPV (mean, SD,
correlation coeeficient. etc)

-indiv variability of a construct can also be categorical + therefore people differ in kind (ie. someone
has an illness or don’t have)

-distribution of scores usually continuous- varies

Principle 7: summing, squaring and averaging



-since we have a set of n construct scores in 1 sample, we need a way to derive the appropriate
summary feature

-need to use a formula to calculate the sample statistic

Sample mean and sample variance= numerator- summing the indiv, raw scores; denominator-
averaging the sum total using sample size

Principle 8: distributions of sample statistics

-looking at sampling distributions of sample statistics (3rd type of distribution)

-X was called a random variable b/c it could have diff values for a sample of indivs

-if we have indiv scores from more than 1 sample- the same SS calculated on each sample will
typically have a diff value for each sample

-thus, any SS can equally be considered a random variable b/c diff samples from the same
population will produce diff values for that statistic/construct

-diff samples will produce diff sample statistic values->with such a set of values, construct a
distribution plot to summarise them

A sampling distribution of sample statistics:

-research typically only uses scores from 1 sample

-if we have a large number of samples and calculated the value of the same SS in each sample- could
form a sampling distribution of a SS

Sampling distribution: the set of values for a sample statistic obtained by drawing random samples
from the population and calculating the SS value in each sample

-typically only 1 sample= 1 sample statistic

-we wish to infer about the unknown PPV from the known value of the corresponding SS

-as no. of samples increases, the histogram of the sample means begins to look more like a normal
distribution- sample distribution increasing )distribution is made up of SS calculated on independent
samples drawn from the population

Properties of sampling distribution:

1. The shape depends on the particular statistic used to construct it? ;size of the sample used;
underlying distribution of the population

2.the mean of the sampling distribution of an unbiased statistic equals the corresponding PPV

3. The SD of a sampling distribution is called the standard error, how much the SS spreads, degree of
variability

4.The sampling distribution of many SS will start to approximate a theoretical prob distribution
(same as normal distribution?)
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Sampling distribution features to consider:

1. look at the kind of parent distribution (all the indiv scores in the population; its M, SD=
population M, SD) from which raw indiv scores are repeatedly sampled- is it normal, skewed

2. look at the sample size used in each repeated sample (the corresponding samples in which
more is added so that the sample is expanding) n=5,10,15

3. look at the shape of the resulting sample distribution- is it the same or diff to the parent
distribution

4. look at the mean of the resulting sampling distribution- is it the same or diff to the
population mean of the parent distribution

5. look at the variance (SD) of the result sampling distribution- how is the SD related to the
parent distribution

-the variability or the amount of spread in the values of a sampling distribution gets smaller as
sample size gets larger

Standard error= measure of the average variation in a sampling distribution. It is the SD of the
sampling distribution

SE= SD (sample/population)/ square root of n

Principle 9: standardising transformations for SS

Standardising transformations: it’s a math function that changes the current value of an indiv score
or a SS into a new value that has a known scaling expressed in standardised units (eg. number of SD)

Raw score transformed into a z-score is standardising transformation

Observed test statistic: it’s an important kind of standardising transformation one where SS is
calculated into an observed test statistic, this is then used to make inferences about the unknown
PP; is a SS transformed by using the SE into the standardised metric that corresponds to a theoretical
probability distribution (like the z-score). It’s calculated from our sample data and indicates the
degree of deviation of a SS from an assumed PPV. Used in null hypo sig testing and constructing
confidence intervals

Formula:  subtract the assumed PP value from the SS and then the result is divided by the SE

-observed test statistics and z-scores have similar functions/meaning- both are standardised

when thinking about observed test statistic-refer to how you’d think about the z-score (both
standardised transformations/metrics)

Equation: (very similar to z-score equation)

(θobs − θH0) (Xi − µ) Xi − M
Tobs = ↔ Zi = ↔ Zi =

σSE σ s

E.g.-we observe a sample mean M = 53 (equals θobs); and we assume the population mean µ =
50 (equals θH0); the standard error σSE = 1.2 (equals σSE).

(θobs − θH0)
Tobs =

σSE



=
= 2.5

-indicates that sample mean M = 53 is 2.5 standard deviations/ standard error units from the
assumed population parameter value.
-in terms of z-scores: a score of 2 means that the raw score is 2 z-scores away from 0, the mean

the observed test st is just a standardised SS that uses an assumed PPV

-we want to transform a SS into a standardised value found in a theoretical distribution b/c if we can
calculate theoretical prob distribution, we don’t need to construct sampling distribution (linking SS
to PPV at conceptual level), in practice though this link should be done through theoretical prob
distribution

Principle 10: Theoretical prob distributions 1

-the 4th type of distribution, scores= indivs

-a sampling distribution allows us to find where the value of a single SS might be located in relation
to all possible values of that SS given an assumed PPV

the summary characteristics (M, SE) of the sampling distribution= parameter (a single value that
specifies a summary characteristic of a population) values of a corresponding theoretical prob
distribution

The idea of a sampling distribution enables us to consider where the value of a single SS would be
located in relation to all possible values of that statistic.
-we never generate a sampling distribution in doing research, we don’t need to.
-that’s because summary characteristics of the sampling distribution can be shown to be equal to
parameters of a corresponding theoretical probability distribution

Theoretical prob distribution: is a distribution of values for a SS (M, SE) defined by a math function
involving 1+ parameters. It shows the probability of observing a particular value for a SS for specific
parameter values (ie. normal distribution, chi-square distribution are diff kinds of theoretical prob
dist)

sampling distribution in standardised forms= theoretical prob distributions (we use these in
research) & we can make inferences about an unknown population parameter from a known SS- if
SS has been appropriately transformed into an observed t-statistic (a SS transformed by using SE to
indicate degree of deviation a SS is from an assumed PV)

-not possible and too difficult to come up with a complete sampling distribution for research, thus,
theoretical prob distribution is used and makes research possible

Eg. of transforming sampling distribution to theoretical prob distribution: original samplingdev
sapling distribution (scores are transformed from raw scores)transformed test statistic- now in
observed t-statistic metric (equivalent to a standard normal distribution)

Principle 11: estimation, estimators, estimates

-inferential statistics: it’s about using the value of a known SS to estimate an unknown population
parameter



(parameter) estimate: the value of a SS that we calculate from sample scores= to an estimate of the
usually unknown PPV; another term for SS

Estimand: is the PP being estimated (ie. mean and variance) are both estimands/population
parameters

Estimator: is the math expression or function that we apply to our sample scores to get an estimated
value for the PP (ie.SS). Properties of estimators: bias, consistency, efficiency

-for some PPV, we have multiple estimators that we have to choose from

Unbiased estimator: if the M of a sampling distribution of a SS = to the PPV, then the formula for
that SS is an unbiased estimator (otherwise, it is biased)

Example: the mean of both the red and green
estimators do not equal to µ, thus both biased
estimators. The green estimator is positively
biased, whereas the red estimator is negatively
biased.

-the degree of bias may get smaller as the size of
our sample gets bigger (refers to PPV)

Consistency of an estimator: if an estimator
continuously gets closer to the true PPV as sample size gets increasingly larger, then the estimator is
referred to as being consistent

-An estimator being biased or unbiased depends on whether or not the M of the sampling
distributions corresponds to the value of the population parameter regardless of sample size

-An estimator being consistent or inconsistent depends on how it behaves relative to the PPV as
sample size gets increasingly large.

2 comparisons:

1. A biased estimator will often still be consistent, in that the degree of bias will get increasingly
smaller as sample size gets increasingly larger

2. It is also possible for an unbiased estimator to be inconsistent but rarer

-diff estimators of the same population parameter may differ in their variability in a sampling
distribution (even if both are unbiased). Thus, one estimator may have a smaller SE than the other

Efficiency of an estimator: the degree of variation of an estimator from the PPV is used to indicate its
efficiency. If 2 estimators of the same parameter have diff
variability for the same sample size, then the 1 with the
smaller amount of variation is more efficient

Example: in graph, the blue estimator has much less
variability (i.e., a smaller standard error) than the green
estimator, and therefore the former one is more efficient.



-all other things being equal, we prefer an estimator that can be shown to have the most efficiency
(i.e., have the smallest standard error).
In summary. . .

1. Ideally, we want an estimator to be both unbiased and efficient It will be accurate in its
estimation and have the least variability in being estimated from sample data.
2. If an estimator is biased, then we would prefer it to be at least consistentThat way, accuracy in
estimating a population parameter will be improved with larger samples.
3. If a set of estimators for the same population parameter are all unbiased, we prefer the one that
is most efficient. It will have the smallest standard error (all other things being equal).
4. We may sometimes prefer a consistent estimator with greater efficiency over an unbiased one
that is inefficientthe gain in a smaller standard error may offset the inaccuracy though bias
(especially as n increases)

Principle 12: inferences from sample to population

Statistical inference: from confidence intervals + null hypo sig testing; the process of drawing some
principled and reasonable but no definitive conclusion about the value of an unknown PP from the
known value of a SS calculated on sample data

Scientific inference: the process of making rational conclusions about the truth or falsity of a
psychological theory based on empirical research. It may involve statistical inferences; primarily
interested in this

-for null hypo testing: involves 6 diff steps that can be done in 2 equivalent ways
1.compare the p value obtained from the hypo test to the alpha criterion
2.compare the observed t statistic from the hypo test to a critical test statistic value
both are equivalent

-the 4 common steps in a null hypo test: 1.specify the null hypo and alternative hypo (ie. H(0)=50 vs.
H(a)≠50); 2.decide on an appropriate alpha value usually= 0.05; 3.obtain observed construct scores
on a sample of size n drawn from a relevant population & calculate the SS; 4.calculate an observed
test statistic for the null hypo being proposed for the SS

For the first equivalent approach (i.e., comparing the obtained p value from the hypothesis test to
the predefined α criterion), the final two steps are...
(5a) Find the p value in a theoretical probability distribution that corresponds to the observed test
statistic from our sample data (p = 0.0124 for Zobs =±2.5 from a standard normal z-table)

(6a) If the obtained p value < the defined α, then you reject H(0) in favour H(a) (otherwise, you do
not reject H(0)) e.g., p = 0.0124 is less than α = .05; we therefore reject H(0) µ=50 and infer that the
population mean does not equal 50
-if p> α, the H(0) is not rejected

Null hypo: all about stats and not research design, is a focused statement about the value of an
unknown population parameter that researchers nullify by applying a sig test to a SS. It is an
assumed value of the population parameter that we wish to find evidence against from using the
null hypo sig test

Alternative hypo: an unfocused statement about the possible values of an unknown PP that excludes
the hull hypo value ie. if H(0)= 50, H(a)≠50, every other value but H(0)



Obtained p value: the probability of getting the observed test statistic value in our sample data,
assuming that the null hypothesised PPV is true. P=Pr(T(obs)│H(0)=T)

α: the criterion value against which the obtained p value is compared in a null hypo test in order to
decide if we should reject or not the null hypo. It is the prob of rejecting the null hypo given that the
null hypo is true α=PR(rejecting H(0)│H(0)=T); we compare our p value against this
both are conditional on the H(0) being true

Observed test statistic: is a SS that has been transformed using the standard error into the metric of
a theoretical prob distribution. Calculated from sample data and it indicates the degree of deviation
of a SS from the null hypothesised value, it’s used in null hypo testing

Critical test statistic: is the value from a theoretical prob distribution that corresponds to the area in
the tails of the distribution which is = to the value of α. It’s the criterion value against which the
observed test statistic is compared to in a null hypo test to work out whether if we should reject or
not reject the H(0). Area under the tails of a prob distribution is the rejection region, critical test
statistic is the boundary in that region

3issues is null hypo sig testing:

1.What justifies using theoretical prob distributions to make inferences, given we calculate a single
SS like the sample mean?
-in many instances, a sampling distribution will closely approximate the prob distribution as the
number of samples increases

2.What is the meaning of the observed p value?
-The obtained p-value in a hypo test is the prob of getting the observed test statistic value from our
data, assuming that the null hypo PV is true. P= PR(observed test st│H(0)=true)
-the obtained p value is a conditional prob

Unconditional prob: the relative frequency of the occurrence of one outcome among the set of all
possible relevant outcomes (eg. getting a 1 in 6)

Conditional prob: is the relative frequency of 1 event occurring among the set of all possible relevant
outcomes, given a particular outcome occurring in a 2nd set (Eg. getting a 6 for 1st die given that you
got a 2 in the 2nd die)

-conditional prob indicate nothing about the prob of the event in the 2nd set b/c has already
happened

3.What is the meaning of the α?
-when 1 SS value, the observed test statistic moves further away from the null hypo population
mean in the histogram, the p value (the prob of getting the observed test statistic from the data,
assuming the H(0) pop value is true) becomes smaller- area under the graph becomes smaller

-to decide when a SS is far away enough to infer that it is unlikely enough to continue assuming that
the null hypo pop value is trueused the α

- α is the “beyond reasonable doubt” criterion; it defines the region of rejection in a theoretical prob
distribution



Null hypo testing vs. confidence intervals:
-both are 2 sides of the same coin
Confidence interval: offers more info than a single H(0) test; it defines the set of null hypo PPV that
would not be rejected for a choose α value in using null hypo test when applied to a single SS> has
an upper and lower bound

-the level of confidence for an interval is directly linked, affected by the α criterion in null hypo test
-level of confidence= 100 X (1- α)%
Eg. 95% confidence interval we say all the PPVs within this range are possible; we can infer that we
are 95% confident that the pop men is located in between the upper and lower; these plausible
values won’t be rejected in a H(0) test if the values were used, these values have p-values> 0.05

confidence intervals indicates the range of null hypo values not rejected for the α value- has many
benefits
confidence intervals provide info about range of plausible values for an unknown PP that we are
focused on making inferences about, based on our single observed SS. (provides info about the H(0)
values for a single PP based on 1 sample data

-in contrast, null hypo test provides evidence for only 1 plausible value
-evidence from confidence interval is of direct relevance and meaning to the focus of inference
whereas evidence from H(0) test- the obtained p test is only indirectly relevant

-know how to calculate confidence intervals: lower/upper
-CI are not expression fop rob- not about prob but just talks about the unknown PPV, whether it lies
within the range/interval or outside it

for any confidence interval calculated on a statistic in a single sample, the unknown PPV either lies
within that single interval or is located outside of it.


